
 

FRS, a leading provider of background screening technology,  
announces an exclusive partnership with Social Intelligence,  

the premiere social media background screening firm. 
By utilizing the Social Intelligence Report, FRS consumer reporting agency (CRA) clients will have the 
option to seamlessly and compliantly offer social media and online data as part of their background 
screening packages. FRS has chosen to partner with Social Intelligence, the global leader in social media 
and online consumer reports for over ten years, with an innovative suite of products and services. The 
integration will automate the initiation and retrieval of social media screening reports for mutual CRA 
clients, saving both time and money, while allowing them to see Social Intel’s insights in the FRS 
dashboard without sacrificing the smooth operational experience they are accustomed to. The integration 
will be live in the FRS platform in early 2022. 

“We are excited to be able to offer social media searches through our partnership with Social 
Intelligence.  Being seamlessly integrated to Social Intelligence, FRS customers will be able to quickly 
order social media searches with optimal turn-around times.  We are confident that this will enhance our 
CRA service offerings, and allow our customers to be more competitive in background screening with the 
growing interest in social media searches.” says Leon Mayberry, VP of Operations & Technology at FRS 
Software. 

Bianca Lager, President of Social Intelligence, adds: “We are thrilled to be the exclusive social media 
screening partner with a lead background screening platform provider in FRS. Our mutual CRA partners 
and their clients will now benefit from a simplified path to apply important public data compliantly gathered 
from online sources.” 

Screening for areas of risk like violence and intolerance is a vital part of the background check process as 
organizations across the globe formalize their online screening processes. The Social Intelligence 
solution has an unblemished record of helping organizations mitigate external risk and improve internal 
workplace conditions by screening for problematic business-related online behavior. 

ABOUT FRS  

As the background screening industry’s most widely used technology, FRS offers B2B clients a 
foundation of rock-solid background screening solutions that allow them to attract and maintain top 
customers who demand accuracy and speed when screening individuals. The FRS suite of technology 
solutions was expertly crafted over two decades to assist FRS users. They cater to their clients, screening 
prospective employees, current employees, contractors, students, volunteers, or potential tenants. FRS 
offers a comprehensive suite of flexible products and services for consumer reporting agencies (CRA), 
criminal research specialists (CRS) and provides a proven network that pulls all of the pieces together for  



 

 

their clients, the HR professionals. FRS is Powerful, Proven, and is the Preferred technology solution of 
the background screening industry. For more information, visit their website at www.frssoftware.com. 

ABOUT SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Social Intelligence provides scalable solutions for one-time or continuous search and analysis of web and 
social data to find actionable employment insights and help companies leverage online data in their 
employment decisions. As leaders in social media screening, they are committed to providing companies 
with accurate, actionable insights to create healthier, more inclusive workplaces. Visit us at 
www.socialintel.com  
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